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Excitation of remarkably nondispersive surface plasmons
on a nondiffracting, dual-pitch metal grating
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A nondiffracting metallic lamellar grating formed from three equally spaced grooves per repeat
period, with one being slightly shallower than the other two is examined at microwave frequencies.
When filled with a slightly lossy dielectric, this structure supports a remarkably nondispersive
surface plasmon polariton mode, which exhibits strong selective absorption of incident power.
Measured reflectivities show excellent agreement with the results predicted by a rigorous coupled
wave theory. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1465518#
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The propagation of a surface plasmon polariton~SPP!
along the planar interface between a metal and a dielectr
well understood.1 For an ideal metal, whose electron syste
behaves as a free-electron gas, the dispersion of the
mode at the interface can be described by the equation

kSPP
2 5S v

c D 2 F «d~12vp
2/v2!

«d1~12vp
2/v2!G ,

wherekSPPis the wave vector of the SPP,v is frequency~in
radians per second!, c represents the speed of light in
vacuum,«d is the permittivity of the dielectric~assumed to
be frequency independent!, andvp is the plasma frequency o
the metal. Hence, in the long wavelength limit,v!vp , the
dispersion of the SPP will follow the light line. However, th
presence of any periodicity at the boundary not only cau
diffraction, but also perturbs the mode’s dispersion, splitt
it into a series of bands that shows similarity to the way t
the electron states in a periodic potential split.

It is known from previous studies that very flat SP
bands may be formed on deep metal gratings where e
band corresponds to a standing wave SPP mode localize
the grating grooves.2 An alternative profile has recently bee
suggested by Tanet al.3 who theoretically model the electro
magnetic response of a short pitch grating whose structu
based on a primary deep short-period component and a
low long-period component. Their results reveal the possi
ity of coupling to an infinite set of flatbanded SPPs, b
clearly the manufacture of such a grating profile is extrem
difficult, especially on the scale studied in the earli
mentioned work~lg530 nm!. In the present study we sca
up this profile for use at microwave frequencies by formin
lamellar version in an aluminum-alloy substrate~Fig. 1!.
Each grating period is formed from three equally spac
grooves of the same widths, but with one groove shallow
than the other two. Hence, the sample has a fundame
grating wave vector ofkg52 p/7.2 mm21 and its profile,
A(x), may be represented by the infinite Fourier Series,

a!Electronic mail: a.p.hibbins@exeter.ac.uk
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A~x!5a1 sin~kgx1f1!1a2 sin~2kgx1f2!1...

1aN sin~Nkgx1fN!1...,

whereaN represents the Fourier amplitude of theN-1 har-
monic andfN is its associated phase shift.4 Figure 2 illus-
trates the first 18 terms of this series representing the pro
shown in Fig. 1~black bars! compared with those represen
ing a profile of the same pitch, but with all the grooves
depth 2.2 mm~white bars!. It is clear that while the uniform
depth profile is represented only by theN53,6,12,15,...
terms, whose amplitudes decrease asN is increased, Fourier
analysis of the dual-pitch grating yields a more complica
series. Interestingly, while the additional terms in the ana
sis of the dual-pitch grating are small compared to the do
nant N53,6,12,15,... terms, they play a crucial part in t
electromagnetic response of the structure. Consider initi
just the first three terms of the Fourier series that repres
the structure whose grooves are all the same depth. S
a15a250, the profile is simply a deep sinusoid, and with
pitch of lg /3, it does not support diffracted orders forl0

>5.4 mm. For this profile, thea3 term ~which is associated
with the 3kg grating wave vector! will set up two counter-
propagating SPP modes at the Brillouin zone boundary an
band gap is established. Therefore, at the point where
dispersion curve meets the Brillouin zone boundary,
group velocity and the gradient of the curve must be ze
Figure 3~a! illustrates a schematic representation of the d
persion of the SPP mode supported by this uniform gro

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of one repeating unit of the profile studied in
work.
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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depth grating. Since the pitch of the grating islg /3, the
Brillouin zone boundary occurs atkx53kg /2 ~markeda!, at
which point a band gap may be observed although only
lower energy band is shown here. Notice that, since no
of this dispersion band appears inside the incident light lin
the mode is nonradiative being evanescently localized at
metal surface.

In order to couple radiation into the lowest order evan
cent mode, it is necessary to convolve the original sinus
with a shallow, longer pitch oscillation. For example, ifa1

takes a finite value, such thata1!a3 ~anda250!, there will
be a long pitch component~lg! that will not significantly
perturb the SPP dispersion curve but which will introdu
important band-folding effects that cause an enorm
change to the electromagnetic response of the metal s
ture. This is because the section of the dispersion curv
the high-momentum, nonradiative SPP mode is folded b
into the area bordered by the light lines@Fig. 3~b!#. The

FIG. 2. The first 18 amplitudes of the Fourier series that represents
profile studied in this letter compared with the series for a profile with
same pitch, but uniform groove depths.

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic representation of the dispersion of the lowest-en
branch of the SPP supported by a grating similar to that illustrated in Fig
but with all the grooves of the same depth. The shaded area bordered b
light line ~dashed! represents the region of momentum space within wh
an incident photon may couple to a mode.~b! The effect of shallowing the
depth of one in every three grooves. Note that for clarity, the band gaps
form at the points markedb andc are not considered. The region shad
dark gray presents the momentum space within which the grating is
longer zero order.
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result of this is that the originally nonradiative modes no
become excitable by incident radiation leading to potentia
strong resonant absorption. Note that a weakly coup
curved band, associated with a bandfolding aboutkg is also
to be expected.

Figure 3~b! is a very much-simplified illustration of the
band structure of the modes supported by the dual-pitch
tem, and only takes into account the band gap that open
at kx53kg /2. Further, smaller band gaps will also appear
other points in the band structure where two modes cr
~markedb andc!. It is also important to remember that th
grating profile studied in this letter cannot accurately be
scribed by a two-term Fourier series, but it is easy to see
the inclusion of the extra harmonic components will n
greatly perturb the dispersion of the mode.

While Tanet al. consider the band structure in the vicin
ity of vp /A2 ~the surface-plasmon frequency of a plan
surface, which for silver is;1015 Hz!, the present experi-
mental study has been undertaken in the microwave reg
~;1010 Hz!. It is important to note that at these frequencie
only perturbation of the lowest energy SPP band may
observed. In addition, since metals behave as near-pe
conductors, any modes excited on this structure will appro
mate to delta functions since there is no mechanism
which energy associated with the SPP can be lost. There
in order to experimentally observe the excitation of the S
mode over a sensible range of angles, the grating groove
filled with petroleum wax, which is slightly absorbing a
these frequencies~«52.2910.06i !.5

A parallel beam is incident upon the sample at a fix
polar angle5 (u) and microwave-absorbing material is us
where necessary to restrict the beam spot size to the re
of the substrate in which the grating is machined. Incid
radiation in the wavelength range 11.3,l0,16.7 mm is lin-
early p polarized~TM!, with the grating grooves orientate
so that they are normal to the plane of incidence~classical
mount!.

The experimental results are compared with the pred
tions from theGSOLVER program~Grating Solver Develop-
ment Company, Texas!, which is based on a full vecto
implementation of rigorous coupled wave theory. In order
obtain reliable data from this model, the number of ord
retained in the calculation is increased systematically u
convergent data are obtained. A Drude model is used to
scribe the dielectric function of the metal in the theoretic
modeling.

Figure 4 shows a wavelength-dependent reflectivity p
where the intensity ofp-polarized radiation has been re
corded with the beam incident atu552.8°. Also shown is
the response predicted for this structure by theGSOLVERsoft-
ware. This is in excellent agreement despite two issues a
ciated with experiments of this kind which violate the a
sumptions made in the theoretical modeling—the finite s
of the sample and some angle spread in the incident b
~approximately 1°!.6 With the beam incident atu552.8°,
the grating will not support diffracted orders for wavelengt
greater than the first-order Rayleigh anomaly, which is v
ible in Fig. 4 atl0'13 mm. ~The Rayleigh anomaly corre
sponds to the point at which a diffracted order emerges fr
the grating surface at a grazing angle, resulting in a sud
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redistribution of the available energy.! In addition, the grat-
ing is orientated in the classical mount and, hence, no po
ization conversion may occur.7 Therefore, any reduction in
reflectivity must be accompanied by a matching increase
absorption. On resonance of the mode atl0514.1 mm, our
results indicate that more than 96% of the incident powe
being absorbed by the structure. In contrast to this, the m
at l0515.7 mm is much less well coupled. For compariso
the modeled reflectivity from a similar structure but with a
the grooves 2.2 mm deep, again illuminated atu552.8°, is
also shown. As predicted by Fig. 3~a!, no sharp modes ar
observed.

In order to identify and study the dispersion of each
these features, frequency-dependent reflectivity scans
been recorded at a further six different fixed polar angles
incidence. The frequencies~in gigahertz! of each of the ob-
served resonances and Rayleigh anomalies are plotted in
5 against their associated value of in-plane moment
kx5(2p f /c)sinu ~where frequency,f 5v/2p!, and are su-
perimposed on top of a greyscale map representing the t
retically modeled response of the structure. Of course
most important feature of Fig. 5 is the flat resonance b
that extends almost completely from normal to grazing in
dence at approximately 21.3 GHz~l0;14 mm!. Reflectivity
levels on resonance of this mode are always less than
for u,70° ~2kx /kg,0.96!; beyond which the mode is per
turbed by its approach to the Brillouin zone boundary and
proximity to the incident light line~at which the reflectivity
must be unity!.

FIG. 4. Experimentally measured wavelength-dependentp-polarized reflec-
tivity from the structure illustrated in Fig. 1 which is orientated in the cla
sical mount with the microwave beam incident at 52.8°. The solid l
represents the modeled response calculated usingGSOLVER. Also shown is
the modeled reflectivity from a similar grating profile but with all th
grooves 2.2 mm deep~dashed line!.
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In this work we have studied a dielectric filled, dua
pitch, aluminum-alloy grating at microwave frequencie
While the deep, short pitch component of the profile crea
the flatbanded SPP mode outside the light line, it is the s
low long pitch component that provides the necessary e
in-plane momentum to allow incident photons to couple
this high-momentum region of the dispersion curve. The
result is a structure that, when correctly orientated with
spect to the incident beam, demonstrates remarkable an
independent excitation of the SPP mode and selective
sorption of the incident power, powerfully illustrating th
potential of ‘‘designer’’ surfaces of very short pitch. Our e
perimental observations, which have been recorded a
function of wavelength at seven different angles of in
dence, show excellent agreement with the predictions fro
rigorous coupled wave theory.

This work was carried out as part of Technology Gro
09 of the MoD Corporate Research Program.
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